Beyond Story Bible

It is the year 2350, Mankind ventured out
among the stars. There we found that the
greatest weakness to humanities
advancement was human.
We colonized our solar system.
We waged war against our colonies.
We made peace with one another.
Then we did it all over again.
Now in an effort to move forward the
Joint space for known as the, Interstellar
Space Corp has launched a fleet of faster
than light ships and sent them to explore
the cosmos.

ISC-Hemingway

Type: Explore Class Destroyer
Length:
376.5 ft (114.8 m)
Mass:
8.4 million metric tons
Propulsion:
1 FTL Capable Space Fold Engine
Acceleration:
5.86 g or 128 mph/s
Complement: 100 crew members
Armament:
2 x 55 inch Plasma Lasers (anti-asteroid)
12 × double barrel 40mm rail guns (anti-spacecraft)
4 × torpedo tubes (40 Mark X Neutron torpedoes)

The Crew:
Ship’s Captain: Capt. Batley
Flaws: overly protective, intrusive
Traits: maternal and quick witted
Summary: When the Mars colony decided to declare their
independence and separate from the union, young Capt. Batley
joined the Interstellar Space Corps. She spent time fighting for
earth in the Earth-Martian wars, till she found love among the
stars. After the birth of her children, there was a call for
experienced captains to train the next generation of ship crews.
Her mate convinced her to return to her first love, space, but
then the Martians launched a surprise attack killing her mate
and children. Now she has to battle aliens and the feeling of
never wanting to lose another person. Due to the war, she has
PTSD.
Executive Officer: Lt. Cmdr. End
Flaws: Too smart for her own good, secretive, blunt
Traits: Well versed in several languages as well as the lore of
many worlds. Cunning and quiet.
Summary: Lt. End is a mystery to many. She joined the crew at
the request of the ministry of defense. No one knows what she
did before arriving, not even the captain.
Pilot: Lt. Ingram
Flaws: fiery, prideful
Traits: Her Martian upbringing and enhancements give her crazy
fast reflexes.
Summary Lt. Ingram was raised in a Martian military academy. She
has spent her life fighting with everyone to be the best at what
she does. When the opportunity arose to be the first Martian to
join a colonial crew, she jumped at it. Now she’s the pride of
Mars and more than just the insignias on her shoulders. During

her time at the academy, her muscular system and bone structure
were altered to heighten her reflexes.
Science officer: Lt. Carter
Flaws: Overly analytical, zealot, narcissistic
Traits: A wealth of knowledge, scar on face and forehead.
Summary: Lt. Carter was raised in an off-world cult that
believes God to be nothing more than an alien who visited Earth
once. His brain has been altered to store hundreds of thousands
more bytes of information than a regular human. This alteration
left a scar on his head from the top of his nose to his
hairline. To maintain his sanity, Carter takes an elixir but
loses the ability to mix the proper ingredients after the crash.
Despite his challenges and accumulated knowledge, he still
yearns to understand what drives other humans.
Security Officer: Sgt. Butala
Flaws: aggressive, combative
Traits: muscular, strong
Summary: Sgt. Butala was two-time martial arts champion before
he was drafted to serve in the second Earth-Martian war. Killed
in action, Sgt. Butala was reanimated by the doctor of death,
Admiral McHugh, to serve in a special unit. Haunted by the
things he did as a member of that unit Sgt. Butala is faced with
PTSD just like his captain. He is currently in charge of all
thing’s security on the FSU-Hemingway. Lt. Butala is always on
guard and ready to answer his captain’s call to service.
Medical Officer: Dr. McHugh
Flaws: curious, carries guilt
Traits: dedicated, kind, telepathic
Summary: The daughter of an admiral, Dr. McHugh chose to become
a doctor instead of joining the military as her father expected.
As a result, her father disowned her. When a contract to serve
as a civilian doctor on the Hemingway falls into her lap, Dr.
McHugh attempts to atone for her families past but instead comes
face to face with it in Sgt. Butala. She battles between trying
to reconnect with her father and proving once and for all, her
choice to be a doctor of life over death was the right one.
Alien Star Mafic (engineer): Smyth
Flaws: aggressive, Superiority complex, can’t speak
Traits: stone skinned and fire blooded, telepathic
Summary: Mr. Smyth is a brilliant engineer from an alien world
in a different galaxy sent on a mission to collect energy from
the Milky Way’s black hole. A member of an ancient race of world

builders known as the Igneousians, his ship was damaged an
anomaly and set adrift near a dying star.

Interstellar Space force Uniforms

Space folding Theory
Folding space is how faster than light speed was achieved. The discovery of gravitonic particles
that could be gathered in one area to create a miniature blackhole made it possible. The
particles gather till they reach a critical mass. Then, like folding a piece of paper, they bring on
point of space to the other.

Possible Alien life

Unidentified Space Ships

The Tsoukalos Cult of Jupiter

A group of anti-religion zealots formed in the early 20th century following doctrine created by
Giorgio A. Tsoukalos, the forerunner of ancient alien theory’s. The group gained followers after
there were structures that did not appear to be natural occurrences, found on several of
Jupiter’s moons. Now, ironically, recognized as a religion Tsoukalos cult members, TKs for
short, many serve Interstellar Space Corps. They are often allowed to were the religious
garments of their people even on duty.
Many of the higher level TKs have earned the right for brain modifications. A bio-computer is
installed into their brain. It carries all the hive like knowledge of other modified TKs. Each of
these TKs consumes the Blood of Gat, an addictive liquid manufactured on IO.

Admiral McHugh’s Resurrected Army

It was during the height of the last Earth-Mars war when a Scientist Dr. Lazarus McHugh would
discover a highly infectious virus that allowed him to reanimate dead tissue. The earths forces
were losing the war on several fronts and unable to resupply. Dr. McHugh offered a different
solution. They began reanimating fallen soldiers and sending them back to the fight. The minor
side effect to the reanimation process in humans was that it made them cannibalistic.
The renaissance soldiers as Dr. McHugh called them were outfitted with full body suits of armor
to hide their grotesque image and prevent the spread of the virus to others. The armor also
process food down to amino acids to make their system believe they are eating human.

The Free People of Mars

The mars colonies have tried to separate from earth many times over the years. Many of those
rebellions were crushed by the superior fire power an military might of earth. The last two lead
to all-out war in the solar system. It wasn’t till the Martians began augmenting their people for
more than just survival did they stand a chance. Most Martians are genetically modified to have
a near translucent skin similar to a jelly fish. It isn’t clear enough to see their organs, however it
does display their under skin and cybernetic modifications.

Possible Worlds

